After compliments,

Subject: Technical Requirements on Radio and Terminal Equipment

All new Telecom and/or Terminal Equipment put on the Omani market and subject to Type Approval process by the TRA are expected to comply with following requirements.

1. The Restriction of Hazardous Substances
   1.1. All Equipment must comply with the substance restriction requirements of the RoHS Three (3) (EU Directive 2017/2102)

2. The Privacy and Security
   2.1. The Terminal Equipment shall be provided with a different, random password for the common local administrator account(s).
   2.2. The Terminal Equipment shall be provided without any hidden users account
   2.3. The Equipment firewall shall be enabled by default
   2.4. The Wi-Fi Protected Setup (WPS) feature shall be switched off by default

3. Battery back-up for Optical Network Terminal (ONT) Devices
   3.1. All ONT devices shall be supplied with internal researchable battery back-up.
   3.2. The minimum duration of the back-up facility should be four (4) hour.

The dealers should not submit any equipment to the TRA for Type Approve after 30 June 2020 unless it is in comply with aforementioned requirements.

The TRA initiated the aforementioned efforts to compliment the telecommunication equipment dealer’s efforts to protect the beneficiary’s interests and therefore your full cooperation is requested.

Note: The above requirements are applicable depending on the type of the equipment.

Best regards,